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Resonant Inductive WPT link with Load–Independent Voltage Gain
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Abstract

This paper investigates the possibility of achieving a load–
independent output voltage for a resonant inductive Wire-
less Power Transfer (WPT) link.

1 Introduction

Resonant inductive Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is an
attractive solution for contactless recharging of electronic
devices and systems [1] –[2].

In this regard, among the possible operative regimes that
have been discussed in the literature [3, 4], of particular in-
terest is the one providing a load–independent output volt-
age [5]–[7].

Accordingly, referring to an inductive WPT link using se-
ries resonators, in this paper the feasibility of achieving an
output voltage independent of the load value is discussed.
It is shown that, when the load is greater than a thresh-
old value which depends on the link parameters, a load–
independent output voltage can be realized by an appropri-
ate selection of the operating frequency.

2 Problem description

The WPT link analyzed in this paper consists of two mag-
netically coupled inductors with appropriate series compen-
sating capacitors. A possible lumped element equivalent
circuit is the one illustrated in Fig. 1, where n =

√
LP/LS.

The capacitances C1 and C2 realize the resonance condition
at the frequency f0 = ω0/(2π). The magnetic coupling co-
efficient k = M/

√
LPLS is used to represent the magnetic

coupling between the inductors LP and LS. It is assumed
that a generator with internal resistance RG is on port 1 and
that a resistive load RL is on port 2.

Depending on whether the generator on port 1 is a current or
a voltage generator, by using the ABCD matrix to represent
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of the WPT link referred to
primary.

Table 1. Normalized resistances

rP = RP/XP = 1/QP rS = RS/(n2XP) = 1/QS
rG = RG/XP = 1/QG rL = RL/(n2XP) = 1/QL
rPT = rP + rG = 1/QPT rST = rS + rL = 1/QST

the two–port network, the following gain definitions can be
introduced:

GVV =
V2

V1
=

RL

ARL +B

GV I =
V2

I1
=

RL

CRL +D
(1)

The goal of the present paper is to derive the general con-
ditions for realizing a load–independent voltage gain (i.e.,
values of GVV or GV I independent of RL). For a generic
two–port network, from (1), it can be easily verified that:

• a load–independent voltage controlled voltage gain
(VCVG) can be achieved for B = 0, which leads to
GVV = 1/A;

• a load–independent current controlled voltage gain
(CCVG) can be achieved for D = 0 which leads to
GV I = 1/C.

In the following section, the conditions for realizing the two
above reported schemes will be firstly derived for the case
of a lossless WPT link (i.e., for the case where RP =RS = 0)
and then their feasibility for a lossy link will be verified.



3 Conditions for a constant voltage gain for a
resonant inductive WPT link

Referring to Fig. 1, the normalized resistances reported
in Table 1 are introduced and adopted for the analysis.
The reactance slope parameter of the primary resonator
XP =

√
LP/CP has been used for normalization. For con-

venience, the normalized frequency u = ω/ω0 is also in-
troduced. For given parameters of the network, frequency
dependent expressions can be derived for the terms of the
ABCD matrix.

In particular, in the lossless case, it can be easily verified
that:

• the term B nullifies at the frequencies: uL,H = 1√
1±k

;

• the term D nullifies at the resonant frequency: u = 1.

The same calculation can not be done in the lossy case be-
cause it would lead to complex frequencies; however, it is
possible to derive the expressions of the output voltage at
the frequencies uL,H and then to verify the feasibility of the
load-independent VCVG and CCVG schemes.

In more detail, it can be easily verified that in the lossy
case the expressions of the output voltage at the frequencies
u = uL,H and u = 1 depend on RL.

However, it is possible to demonstrate that it is possible to
realize a VCVG scheme at uL,H and a CCVG scheme at
u = 1 when the link satisfies the following condition:

nQi RL

Xp
=

nrL

ri
>> 1, (2)

In fact, when (2) is satisfied, the output voltage at the fre-
quencies uL,H and u = 1 is asymptotically independent of
RL.

In the following section circuital simulation results and ex-
perimental data validating the analytical formulas reported
in this section will be reported and discussed

4 Results

In order to verify the theoretical formulas discussed in the
previous section, the link described in Table 2 has been in-
vestigated. The equivalent circuit illustrated in Fig. 1 has
been analyzed by using the circuital simulator NI AWR de-
sign environment; the considered case is the VCVG (Volt-
age Controlled Voltage Gain), realized at uL and uH .

The results obtained for the output voltage are reported in
Figs. 2–3. In more detail, Fig. 2 shows the results achieved
for the lossless case (i.e., for RP =RS = 0); circuital simula-
tions confirm that a load–independent output voltage can be
obtained at uL and uH . The results calculated for the lossy

case are given in Fig. 3, as it can be seen, circuital simu-
lations confirm the theoretical formulas. In fact, according
to (2), the output voltage at uL and uH assumes approxi-
mately the same value when the load value is large enough
as RL3,RL4,RL5.
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Figure 2. Circuital simulation results achieved for the
voltage on the load for the lossless case. The consid-
ered load values are: RL1 = 1.33Ω,RL2 = 5.32Ω,RL3 =
20.27Ω,RL4 = 100Ω,RL5 = 1993.7Ω
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Figure 3. As in the previous figure but for the lossy case.

5 Conclusion

In this paper the feasibility of achieving a load–independent
voltage gain for a resonant inductive wireless power trans-
fer link has been discussed. It has been shown that for high
quality resonators, a load–independent output can be real-
ized by an appropriate selection of the operating frequency.
Circuital simulation results validating the theory have been
also reported.
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